Abstract It is proposed that wh-islands with degree questions are unacceptable because they cannot be given a most informative true answer. Wh-islands thus are shown to be similar to other cases of weak islands which have been argued to result from Maximization Failure, in particular negative islands (cf. Fox & Hackl 2007).
Introduction
This paper argues that the oddness of wh-islands, illustrated below in (1b), is a semantic rather than a syntactic phenomenon.
(1) a. Which glass of wine do you know whether you should poison t?
b. *How much wine do you know whether you should poison t?
The traditional, syntactic explanation of the contrast between (1a) and (1b) runs as follows. Both questions in (1) violate a syntactic constraint of locality that prohibits long movement. However (1a) is still acceptable, in contrast with (1b), because the wh-phrase being 'referential' it can establish a link with its trace position via a mechanism that is not subject to locality: binding (cf. Rizzi 1990 ). Yet, it has been notoriously difficult to pin down the exact notion of 'referentiality' that makes some but not other extractees bindable. It has also been long observed (most importantly in Kroch 1989 ) that even classic cases of wh-islands can be significantly ameliorated by certain contexts. Further, it seems that there is a difference among interrogative verbs with respect to the strength of the island effect they induce. Finally, it seems that some modals can improve the acceptability of wh-islands, at least in certain, highly specific contexts. These cases pattern together with other examples of weak islands that have been shown recently to be sensitive to similar effects of modal obviation: negative islands (Fox & Hackl 2007) and presuppositional islands (Abrusán 2011) . Fox & Hackl (2007) have argued that the unacceptability of negative degree islands such as *How fast didn't Bill drive? follows from the fact that they cannot receive a maximally informative true answer. This paper proposes that this idea can also explain the oddity of wh-islands in degree questions: these islands also arise because it is not possible to find a maximally informative true answer to them. Contextual effects are observed because sometimes a maximally informative answer can only be found in certain highly specific contexts which are rather unintuitive. Once such a context is supplied, the questions improve. Modal obviation effects in turn follow as a logical property, as was shown in Fox 2007.
The paper is organized as follows: After discussing briefly the relevant background to this paper in Section 2, Section 3 presents the core of the proposal. Section 4 discusses the case of context sensitivity of islands as well as the cases of modal obviation. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Background

Syntactic proposals
The traditional approach to the problem of wh-islands has been syntactic. Interestingly, the most successful syntactic approaches crucially rely on an ill-defined notion of 'referentiality.' This, as has been noted since Szabolcsi & Zwarts 1990 , not only raises the question whether these approaches can be maintained, but also suggests that a semantic approach could be more appropriate.
According to the influential theory of Relativised Minimality (cf. Rizzi 1990 , Cinque 1990 and subsequent work), only local movement chains are allowed by the rules of syntax. Local chains, roughly speaking, are those that do not cross any clausal or nominal phrasal boundaries. Given this theory of locality, (2a) is allowed by grammar because the movement chain is composed of only local links <which glass of wine, t , t>, t occupying a position in the specifier of the embedded CP. But in (2b) the intermediate position is filled by
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whether and therefore only long movement is possible. Because of this, only a non-local chain <how much wine, t> could be established. This, however, counts as a violation of locality and is disallowed.
(2) a. Which glass of wine do you think t that you should poison t?
b. *How much wine do you know whether you should poison t? (=1b)
The locality violation exemplified above can be circumvented in certain cases, as shown below:
(3) Which glass of wine do you know whether you should poison t 1 ? (=1a)
In this case the specifier position of the embedded CP is still filled by whether, yet movement appears to be possible. According to various authors, the reason behind the difference between (2b) and (3) resides in some special property that the phrase which glass of wine possesses, but not how much wine. This property has been argued to be the property of being θ-marked (Chomsky 1986) , referential or D-linked (Pesetsky 1987 , Rizzi 1990 or specific (Starke 2001) . The most influential of these, Rizzi (1990) proposes that the reason why the extra property of being referential helps is that referential phrases can receive a referential index, which in turn enables the trace to be semantically bound, where semantic binding is assumed not to be subject to the locality conditions of movement. Thus in (2b) no link can be established between the moved element and the trace but in (3) such a link can be created by binding and so (3) is acceptable. Cinque (1990) argues that a similar explanation is available for why amount wh-questions fail to be ambiguous in wh-island contexts. Cf. the example below: (4) How many books do you know whether you should burn t?
This sentence should have two readings, but only one of these is available. It can be uttered felicitously in a situation where the hearer is assumed to have a particular set of books in mind and the speaker wonders about the cardinality of that set. It cannot, on the other hand, be understood as asking whether there is a particular number of books (any books) that the hearer knows whether he should burn. In other words, (4) can have the existential reading exemplified in (5a) but not the degree reading in (5b):
a. For what n, there are n-many books X such that you know whether you should burn X?
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b. #For what n, you know whether it should be the case that there be n-many books that you burn?
Where does this restriction come from? Cinque (1990) likens this case to (3): According to him the first reading can arise because in this case the how many-phrase is understood referentially, which allows it to be extracted as it can establish a relation with its trace via binding. The second reading is not available because in this case binding is not allowed and therefore long movement would have to occur, which is ruled out by syntax. Referentiality (or related notions such as d-linking or specificity) have been at the heart of most syntactic theories of wh-islands. However, the exact nature of the notion 'referentiality' or 'd-linking' assumed has been always controversial (cf. Rullmann 1995 , Cresti 1995 , Szabolcsi & Zwarts 1993 . The applicability of the notions of referentiality or specificity has been questioned, since even though wh-questions can range over individuals, it is unclear in what sense the wh-phrase itself can be understood as being able to have a referential index (as in Rizzi 1990 ) or a [+specific] feature (as in Starke 2001) . The notion of d-linking is less problematic from a semantic point of view, as it simply requires that the range of felicitous answers to a question be limited to a contextually salient set. The problem with this notion however, as discussed in Kroch 1989 , is that it fails to distinguish properly the island-sensitive and the island-insensitive items, as the first type usually also comes with a contextually defined domain restriction. Further, it has been argued (cf. Heycock 1995 , Rullmann 1995 , Cresti 1995 , Fox 1995 , Beck 1996 that the two readings of amount questions arise from the different scopal positions of the existential quantifier in them. But this means that to describe the difference between the wide and the narrow scope construal of amount questions, the notion of referentiality is not adequate.
Since the idea that referentiality or d-linking is the factor that enables moved elements to circumvent locality constraints is problematic, some scholars have tried to find alternative explanations. Cresti (1995) has offered the following proposal. Long movement is excluded by grammar, just as it was assumed in Rizzi 1990 and Cinque 1990 but locality constraints can be circumvented in some cases. This is because there is an extra position in embedded CPs with a filled specifier that can be used as an intermediate landing site for wh-movement. The trick is that this position can only host elements of type e, which is ensured by the following filter:
where X is not of type e
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Wh-islands in degree questions Cresti's (1995) proposal can account for the fact that in (4), (5) and (6) the locality constraint can be circumvented as follows: In these cases that moved item is of type e, and therefore can use the extra intermediate landing site. Yet while Cresti's (1995) proposal does not rest on vague properties such as referentiality or d-linking, it is itself hardly explanatory. In particular, it is unclear why exactly elements of type e should have the potential of using an extra landing site for movement. 1 It seems then that the syntactic approach does not have a good answer for where the difference between (1a) and (1b) stems from. A second problem for the syntactic theory comes from cases of modal obviation, which will be discussed in Section 4.3. Examples such as (7b), given certain contexts, are significantly better than their non-modal counterpart.
(7) a. *How many pounds does the World Anti-Doping Agency know whether the boxers lost last year?
b. ?How many pounds does the World Anti-Doping Agency need to know whether the boxers lost last year?
These examples pose a serious challenge to this theory: if a syntactic locality constraint prohibits long movement in (7a), then why is the movement of a wh-phrase in (7b), which is arguably even longer, permitted? These facts argue strongly that the true explanation for wh-islands resides in the semantics and not the syntax of these questions. A second problematic issue for syntactic 1 A somewhat different structuring of the domain from that assumed by most syntactic approaches to weak islands is proposed by Beck (1996) , who offers an analysis for a class of phenomena she calls intervention effects. Intervention effects occur when a wh-item would have to cross a quantifier at LF. It is assumed that the embedded wh-word wer 'who' has to move to the position of the scope marker was at LF. But intervening negation and other quantifiers seem to block this movement. Beck (1996) proposes that examples such as (i) are ruled out by a constraint that prevents LF movement across an intervening quantifier. Beck (1996) argues that some cases of weak islands could be handled by the same constraint if we assume that these examples involve reconstruction at LF. The issue in this case is defining which items have to reconstruct and which do not, and whether one can give a definition of 'quantifier' that would rule out wh-islands, but not acceptable extractions from embedded questions.
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Márta Abrusán accounts is that not all interrogative verbs are created equal when it comes to inducing island effects. I come back to this issue in Section 3.
Kroch (1989)
Kroch (1989) has argued that the referentiality requirement is a pragmatic one, rather than constraining extraction syntactically. Syntactic extraction is thus freely allowed, but sometimes produces sentences that are pragmatically odd. Following Comorovski (1989) , Kroch assumes that questions come with an existential presupposition. This presupposition is cancelable, and it does not constrain possible answers to the question. Rather, it acts as a requirement on the "askability" of the question, in that the speaker must presuppose the corresponding existential sentence in order to use the question felicitously. Further, the existential presupposition of questions introduces a discourse referent similarly to how declarative sentences with wide scope indefinites do. This discourse entity is uniquely identifiable, which he argues is shown by the fact that a question such as (8a) can be followed up by a statement (8b), which contains a pronoun that refers back to the discourse referent.
(8) a. Who came?
b. Whoever he is better have had a good reason.
In the case of amount questions such as (4), what differentiates the entity (wide scope) reading from the amount (narrow scope) reading is that with the first reading the presupposition is more easily met given a suitable context, while the presupposition of the second reading is quite odd:
(9) a. There is an amount n such that there are n-many books X such that you know whether you should burn X.
b. #There is an amount n, such that you know whether it should be the case that there be n-many books that you burn.
It is plausible that there is a particular set of books, such that someone can know whether to burn it. However, it is less plausible to know about a particular amount, whether one should burn that amount of books. Once we create contexts in which the presupposition of the degree reading is more plausible, the questions -Kroch argues -become more salient as well. He offers the following example:
Wh-islands in degree questions (10) a. How many points are the judges arguing about whether to deduct?
b. There is an amount n, such that the judges are wondering whether it should be the case that n-many points are deducted.
Kroch thus claims that the problem with wh-islands is a pragmatic, rather than a syntactic problem and that long movement of amount quantifier whphrases is not restricted in the syntax. However, he does not provide a formal analysis, only informal suggestions. Recently, Fox & Hackl (2007) have proposed that negative degree islands arise because in these cases a maximally informative true answer cannot be found. This violates the presupposition introduced by Dayal (1996) , according to which questions presuppose that they have a maximally informative true answer in the Hamblin/Karttunen denotation of the question, i.e., a true answer that entails all the other true answers (cf. also Beck & Rullmann 1999) . I will dub the presupposition of Fox & Hackl (2007) and Dayal (1996) the Maximal Informativity Principle.
(11) Maximal Informativity Principle Any question presupposes that it has a maximally informative answer, i.e., a true answer which logically entails all the other true answers.
2 Szabolcsi & Zwarts (1993) provide a general proposal for weak islands which is semantic in nature. They propose that each scopal expression (e.g., negation or quantifiers) can be thought of as a Boolean operation on a certain domain. Weak islands arise when the operations that the interveners need to perform on the domain of the wh-phrase are not defined, which they argue is what happens in the case of negation or universal quantification. Interestingly, they do not present an analysis for wh-islands, except for a promissory footnote (Szabolcsi & Zwarts 1993: 248) , in which they suggest that if one were to adopt Groenendijk & Stokhof's (1984) analysis of interrogatives, then wh-expressions could be thought of as having universal force which would liken the cases of intervention by wh-expressions to the intervention effects created by universal quantifiers. Even if this promissory footnote could be expanded into a full fledged theory, Szabolcsi & Zwarts 1993 would still be faced with the problem of modal obviation that was discussed above in connection with the syntactic proposals: If a certain wh-expression cannot take scope above a universal quantifier for principled reasons, it is hard to imagine why adding an extra universal modal would obviate this violation. Note that there are also good arguments that interrogatives should be constructed as existential, in accordance with Karttunen (1977) , with strong exhaustivity encoded in the lexical semantics of the question embedding verb, cf. Heim (1994) and Beck & Rullmann (1999) . Existential quantifiers however do not cause intervention according to Szabolcsi & Zwarts's (1993) theory.
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Here is a brief sketch of the analysis of Fox & Hackl (2007 
Given the UDM, there cannot be a smallest degree such that John did not drive that fast: for any degree 40+ , however small is, there is another degree 40+ strictly between 40 and 40+ . Therefore it is a logical fact that the presupposition that there be a maximally informative true answer can never be met. As a consequence, for any answer, asserting that it is the maximally informative true answer equals asserting a contradiction. The condition that there be a maximally informative true answer is somewhat similar to the presupposition that Kroch attributes to questions that there exists a "uniquely identifiable" entity of which the property described in the question holds, though it places a much weaker requirement on the context. If there is a uniquely identifiable discourse referent in the context to which the true answer ascribes some property, then there will also be a maximally informative true answer in the context set. The implication is not valid in the other direction though: Although from the availability of 5:8 a maximally true answer it follows that there be a unique entity of which the maximally informative true answer holds, it does not follow that this entity should be an identifiable discourse referent in a pragmatic sense. On the other hand, when negative degree questions cannot have a maximally informative true answer, the presupposition that there is a uniquely identifiable discourse referent is also not met. But note that Fox & Hackl's (2007) proposal goes much further than the account sketched by Kroch in that it provides an explanation for why in some cases it is not possible that there be a uniquely identified discourse referent, while Kroch simply stipulated it.
An interval semantics for degrees and context sensitive MIP
The assumption of Fox & Hackl (2007) that scales are dense is certainly natural when we talk about speed or height. But, as Fox and Hackl themselves point out, there are scales which we intuitively don't treat as dense, consider for instance the following contrast: Naturally we assume children to be discrete entities. But if maximal informativity was evaluated with respect to a discrete scale of degrees, then (14b) would be predicted to have a most informative true answer: e.g., if John has exactly 3 children, the most informative true answer to (14b) would be that he does not have 4 children, since not having 4 children entails not having 5, 6 or any higher number of children. Therefore in this case the question should have a most informative answer, and should be acceptable, contrary to fact. Fox & Hackl's (2007) approach avoids this potential problem in the following way: in order to decide whether a degree question is grammatical or not, grammar abstracts away from lexical or contextual knowledge (e.g., the knowledge that the number of children someone has is an integer) that could impose a granularity restriction on the scale of degrees and only makes use of a purely logical notion of entailment defined on the scale that is made available by grammar, which is dense. So Fox and Hackl do not only need to claim that all scales are dense; they also need to assume a modular system in which some semantic and pragmatic processes operate in isolation and are blind to contextual information, in particular to possible contextual restrictions on the range of variables. Fox & Hackl's (2007) explicit goal is to 5:9 challenge certain widely accepted assumptions regarding the relationship between grammar, pragmatic processes, lexical meaning and contextual factors. Nevertheless, Abrusán & Spector (2011) have challenged Fox & Hackl's (2007) assumption that the Universal Density of Measurement hypothesis is needed to explain the ungrammaticality of negative degree islands. Instead, they argue that it is possible to account for the negative island cases by accepting the Maximal Informativity Principle, but combining it with the assumption (originally proposed by Schwarzschild & Wilkinson 2002 , cf. also Heim 2006 ) that degree expressions range over intervals.
One of the main empirical reasons for the proposal that degree questions should range over intervals comes from the observation that an interval-based reading has to be assumed for the correct interpretation of certain embedded degree questions, such as (15b) below, uttered just after the discourse given in (15a):
(15) a. John and Peter are devising the perfect Republic. They argue about speed limits on highways. John believes that people should be required to drive at a speed between 50mph and 70mph. Peter believes that they should be required to drive at a speed between 50mph and 80mph.
Therefore . . .
b. John and Peter do not agree on how fast people should be required to drive on highways.
The example in (15b) can be judged true in the context given in (15a). Following remarks by Sharvit (2002) it can be assumed that for X and Y to disagree on a given question Q, it must have at least one potential answer 3 A to which X and Y do not assign the same truth-value. This means that for John and Peter to disagree on how fast people should be required to drive, i.e., for (15b) to be true, there must be at least one answer to How fast should people be required to drive on highways? about which John and Peter disagree. What is important is that in the context described in (15a), John and Peter do not actually disagree about the minimal permitted speed: in fact they agree on the truth value of every proposition of the form People should be required to drive at least d-fast. Therefore the 'standard' view of degree questions predicts (15b) to be false in the above context, contrary to fact, which shows that the standard view is insufficient. The interval-based analysis on the other hand straightforwardly accounts for this truth-value judgment. Following Schwarzschild & Wilkinson (2002) and Heim (2006) , Abrusán & Spector (2011) assume that degree adjectives establish a relation between individuals and intervals:
where I is an interval
The interpretation of a degree question is then as follows:
Given the interval-based semantics, (15b) now means that for at least one interval of speeds I, John and Peter do not agree on the truth-value of People should be required to drive at a speed included in I. And this is indeed the case in the scenario given in (15a) -namely, John believes that people should be required to drive at a speed contained in I = [50; 70], while Peter thinks this is not so.
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Having observed that it is necessary to introduce intervals to capture the full range of readings of degree questions, Abrusán & Spector (2011) show that the assumption that degree questions range over intervals can also explain the cases of negative island violations such as (12a) above. In their system this question receives the following interpretation: First, let's show that (18) has a true answer that entails all the true answers if and only if John's speed was 0. Let s be John's speed, distinct from 0. The set of intervals such that s is not in them consists of a) all the intervals strictly below s, and b) all the intervals strictly above s. The set of all the true answers to (18) is the set of answers based on intervals that do not contain s (where an answer is said to be 'based' on an interval I if it expresses the proposition that John's speed was not in I). Crucially, any answer based on an interval above s fails to entail an answer based on an interval strictly below s, and vice versa. So (18) has a true answer that entails all the true answers if and only if John's speed was 0, which in turn means that (18) can be felicitous only when it is common knowledge that John's speed was 0, (i.e., equivalently, that his speed was not included in (0; +∞)). But then the most informative answer, namely the proposition that John's speed is not included in (0; +∞), is in fact already entailed by the common ground. Abrusán & Spector (2011) argue that a maximally informative answer must not only be a true answer that entails all the true answers, but must also be contextually informative. However, if it is already known in the context that John's speed was zero, this proposition is not a maximally informative answer after all. In order to capture the notion of maximal informativity relative to context, Abrusán & Spector (2011) propose to modify the MIP slightly along the following lines:
(19) a. Definition: An answer A to a question Q is a Maximally Informative
Answer to Q in a world w if A is true in w and entails all the answers to Q that are true in w.
b. Maximal Informativity Principle (MIP).
A question Q presupposes that for every world w compatible with the context, there is an answer A to Q such that:
• A is the maximally informative answer to Q in w.
• For at least one other world w' compatible with common knowledge, A is not the maximally informative answer in w'.
In this paper I will assume that this modified version of the MIP is correct. 
Preview of this paper
This paper proposes that Fox & Hackl's (2007) idea according to which the unacceptability of negative degree islands results from the maximal informativity requirement can also explain why wh-islands arise with degree 5 As noted by an anonymous reviewer, one consequence of this modification of the MIP is that the contradiction derived does not fall strictly under Gajewski's (2002) theory, according to which sentences that are analytical in virtue of their logical constants alone are ungrammatical. This is because Gajewski's theory, as stated, has no room for contextsensitivity. Various other data (cf. Fox & Hackl 2007 , Abrusán 2011 suggest that Gajewski's condition needs to be loosened somewhat, and accommodate certain restrictions about alternatives, presuppositions and context. I discuss this issue in more detail in Abrusán (in preparation).
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Wh-islands in degree questions questions. I also argue that verbs fall into different subclasses with respect to the question whether they introduce weak islands or not. Degree questions with responsive predicates such as know can never receive a maximally informative answer, and are thus unacceptable in any context. Degree questions with inquisitive predicates such as wonder however are not derived to be ungrammatical, nevertheless they are predicted to have a most informative true answer only in very special and unnatural contexts, which renders them pragmatically odd. In the first case the unacceptability of wh-islands can be derived both by using the classical and the interval based degree semantics. I discuss the examples of modal obviation in Section 4.3. In sum, this paper suggests that Kroch's (1989) informal account of wh-islands was on the right track, and provides an explanation for why in certain cases most informative answers are impossible or contextually restricted. A note on terminology: if the presupposition that there be a maximally informative true answer cannot be met, then for any answer, asserting that it is the maximally informative true answer equals asserting a contradiction. Following standard terminology, we can call the assertion of the most informative true answer together with the negation of all the alternatives that are not logically entailed by it the complete (or exhaustive) answer. Thus, another way of phrasing that no maximally informative true answer can be found is that the complete (or exhaustive) answer expresses a contradiction. I will use these ways of describing the problem interchangeably throughout in the paper.
3 Wh-islands and the semantics for degree questions Question embedding predicates differ along various dimensions. One empirical difference is with respect to the so-called quantificational variability effect, the phenomenon of modifying interrogative verbs by a quantificational adverb such as mostly. Contrast (20) with (21) In what follows I will not discuss verbs of relevance and dependency because these have grammatical properties that make them unsuitable to test for wh-island effects: the former require a cleft-structure that is independently an island inducer, the latter relate two questions.) Interestingly, there is a difference among question taking verbs with respect to how strongly they induce a weak island effect, and this difference correlates to some extent with the above classification. While responsive predicates tend to induce very strong island effects, questions formed with inquisitive verbs seem to create a weaker effect, at least comparatively, as shown by examples (24)-(26). 6 Related but somewhat different classifications have been proposed by Groenendijk & Stokhof (1982 , 1984 and Ginzburg (1995) . It has also been suggested that different classes of interrogatives might require complements of a different semantic type, e.g., according to Lahiri (2002) rogative predicates are fundamentally proposition taking, i.e., they are of type <<s, t>, b>, while wonder-type predicates are of the type <<<s, t>, t>, b>, that is they take genuine question-complements. In this paper I depart from these assumptions slightly and assume that both types take question denotations as complements and the differences follow from their lexical semantics. This difference is only meant to simplify the discussion, and is not crucial in deriving the wh-island effect. 7 Example (24) was contributed by Pranav Anand (pc).
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Wh-islands in degree questions (24) a. ?How many inches of legroom are the airline executives considering whether we can remove from economy class cabins (without people noticing)?
b. *How many inches of legroom did the airline executives find out whether we can remove from economy class cabins (without people noticing)?
(25) a. ?How much wine are scientists investigating/examining whether it is useful to drink in order to stay healthy?
b. *How much wine did scientists discover whether it is useful to drink in order to stay healthy?
(26) a. ?How many kilograms are the boxers wondering whether it is worth losing next year (in order to have a better chance to win)?
b. *How many kilograms did the boxers forget/realize/tell you whether it was worth losing last year?
The (a) sentences in the examples above were judged to be markedly better than the (b) examples by my informants. Notice also that the (a) and (b) examples do not differ with respect to the "specificity" or "referentiality" of the degree phrase and therefore it is unclear how the syntactic accounts mentioned above could capture it. This paper proposes that the difference follows from principled reasons: inquisitive verbs have a more complex lexical semantics than responsive verbs, namely they contain an extra intentional layer. It is due to this fact that inquisitive verbs induce weaker island effects. This section examines wh-islands that arise with know-class predicates and shows that the Maximal Informativity Principle is violated in these cases, which predicts that they should be unacceptable. Questions formed with wonder-class predicates will be examined in Section 4.
Movement from embedded whether questions
I assume that a question denotes a set of possible answers 8 to it (cf. Hamblin 1973), which using the notation introduced in Karttunen 1977 can be defined as follows: (27) Who left?
x leaves in w ]
8 As usual, the term answer is used in a narrow, technical sense: an answer to a question of
] is a proposition that can be expressed as φ(a), for some a ∈ D.
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Márta Abrusán I will refer to this denotation as the H/K denotation. In what follows I first discuss examples with the question verb know. In Section 3.2 the analysis proposed here will be extended to other examples of responsive verbs. The main features of the lexical semantics of the question embedding verb know that are important for us can be represented as follows 9 (Q H (w) stands for the H/K-denotation of an interrogative):
where Dox x (w) = {w ∈ W : x's beliefs in w are satisfied in w } There are two aspects of the lexical representation above that are important for the present analysis. The first is that 'x knows whether p' is equivalent to 'x knows that p ∨ x knows that ¬p'. This is indeed one of the crucial properties that will lead to the island violations with degree questions. The second important property of the lexical meaning for question embedding know is that it requires a (strongly) exhaustive reading of the embedded interrogative complement. This property is inert in the case of embedded whether complements, because these are strongly exhaustive by nature, however it will play a role in Section 3.5. The meaning of (29a) is the set of propositions defined by (29b):
(29) a. Who does Mary know whether she should invite?
Let's suppose that the domain of individuals in the discourse is {Bill, John, Fred}, and let's restrict ourselves for a moment to the set of propositions about singular individuals that describes, i.e., the set in (30a). We might also represent this set of propositions in a semi-formal notation as in (30b):
(30) a. { that Mary knows whether she should invite Bill, that Mary knows whether she should invite John, that Mary knows whether she should invite Fred } 9 This representation is equivalent to analyzing know as true belief. This should not be taken to mean that I assume that know is indeed equivalent to true belief, as there might well be further aspects to the lexical semantics of know, not represented here. The claim being made is only that the above mentioned ingredients are sufficient to derive the oddness of wh-islands.
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where invX in w is a notational shorthand for Mary should invite X in w
An exhaustive (complete) answer to a question Q is the assertion of some proposition p in Q together with the negation of all the remaining alternatives in Q that are not entailed by p:
Suppose that we assert Mary knows whether she should invite Bill as an answer to the question in (29). The statement that this answer is the complete answer means that we assert that the rest of the alternative propositions in Q which are not entailed by it are false: i.e., we assert that Mary knows whether she should invite Bill and that she does not know whether she should invite John and that she does not know whether she should invite Fred:
(32) Mary knows whether she should invite Bill ∀w ∈ Dox M (w),
As long as we restrict ourselves to answers about singular individuals no problem arises with complete answers to the question in (29): the meaning expressed above is coherent. This is because the alternatives in the question denotation are independent from each other: e.g., whether or not Bill is invited in the actual world is independent from whether or not Fred is invited. The situation does not change if we add possible answers about plural individuals as long as we can interpret the embedded predicate distributively. Following Link (1983) I will assume that the distributive interpretation of 5:17 predicates is derived via a distributive operator Dist. Further, this operator incorporates a homogeneity presupposition, which derives the "all or nothing" inference of pluralities (cf. Löbner 1985 , Schwarzschild 1996 , Beck 2001 , Gajewski 2005 .
Given the homogeneity presupposition, we derive that an utterance such as I didn't see the boys gives rise to an inference that I did not see any of the boys: The utterance presupposes that I either saw all the boys or I did not see any of them, and it will assert that it is false that I saw each of the boys. The combination of the presupposition and the assertion results in the inference that I did not see any of the boys.
If we allow the question to range over plural individuals, the informal representation of the question denotation will be as follows (where the subscript D indicates that the distributive operator is applied to the predicate): 
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Since inv D A + B entails invA, (given the distributive operator) and ¬inv D A + B entails ¬invA (given the homogeneity presupposition on the distributive operator), the proposition in (35a) entails the proposition (35b). The exhaustification of the proposition that Mary knows whether she should invite John+Bill in the present context will consist of negating the proposition that Mary knows whether she should invite Fred, and all the pluralities involving Fred. These propositions are represented in italics below. 12 Note that tense on the embedded verb tends to create strong islands (cf. Manzini 1992, among others). It is for this reason that there needs to be a modal in the embedded clause, since this allows the verb to be in the infinitive and thus we can be reasonably sure that we are indeed looking at a case of a weak island.
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Márta Abrusán (37) a. *How tall does Mary know whether she should be? Importantly, the answers to this question do not entail each other logically. This is because the true answer could be based either on the fact that Mary has knowledge about a certain degree of height that she should be at least that tall, or on the fact that she has knowledge about a certain height that she is not required to be at least that tall. These two contexts would enforce entailment relationships in two opposite directions: If Mary knows that she should be n-tall, then for all degrees smaller than n, she knows that she should be n tall. On the other hand, if she knows that she is not required to be n-tall, then for all degrees greater than n she knows that she is not required to be that tall. Since the truth of each of the alternatives could be based on either the positive or the negative fact, there is no logical entailment among the question alternatives: from the truth of the proposition that Mary knows whether she should be n tall it neither follows that she knows that she should be n + 1 tall, nor that she knows that she should be n − 1 tall. This suggests that there should be no obstacle to finding a maximally informative true answer and form a non-contradictory complete answer. The problem is, however, that in any context the actual true answer has to be based on facts that will make a complete answer contradictory.
Suppose that we were to choose a potential maximally informative true answer among the question alternatives below: (38) 
where d n (w) is a notational shorthand for Mary's height should be d n in w.
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Imagine that we were to state Mary knows whether her height should be d 2 as a complete answer. A complete answer equals the assertion of the most informative true answer together with the negation of all the alternatives that are not logically entailed by the most informative true answer. In this case, the complete answer could be represented as follows:
Crucially, the complete answer is computed based on logical entailment and not contextual entailment. But, given the disjunction in the representation of the whether-clause, the truth of the answer in (39) will be based either on Mary's true belief about some degree such that she has to be that tall, or on Mary's true belief about some degree such that she is not required to be that tall. Imagine a context in which the first is the case. In such a context, for any d if d 2 > d , the proposition that Mary knows whether she should be at least d 2 -tall will entail that Mary knows whether she should be at least d -tall. Thus e.g., the answer that Mary knows whether she should be at least 185cm tall will entail that for any degree below 185, she knows whether she should be that tall. Therefore the assertion that the chosen proposition is the maximally informative answer is a contradiction, unless d 2 = 0. (The source of the contradiction is underlined in the example above.) In a context in which it was known that the true answer for the question is based on Mary's true belief about some degree such that she is not required to be that tall, for any d , d > d 2 , the proposition that Mary knows whether she should be at least d 2 -tall will entail that Mary knows whether she should be at least d -tall. Therefore, if Mary knows whether she should be at least 185cm tall will entail that for any degree above 185, she knows whether she should be that tall. This means that in this context she knows that she does not have to be 185 or more. Again, assuming that the domain of degrees is infinite, the statement that Mary knows whether her height should be d is the complete answer to the question will be a contradiction. (The source of the contradiction is shown in boldface in the example above.)
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This means that the complete answer to the question will in effect express a contradiction in any context except the one which entails that Mary knows whether she should be tall to a 0 degree. In this case however the question is not informative. Following Abrusán & Spector's (2011) amendment according to which a maximally informative answer must not only be a true answer that entails all the true answers, but must also be contextually informative, the question in (37) is ruled out as a violation of the MIP.
Notice that the problem observed arose from two properties of know. The first is that 'x knows whether p' is equivalent to 'x knows that p ∨ x knows that ¬p'. Because of this property, the alternatives in the question denotation do not entail each other. The second property is that know that p is upward monotonic, i.e., if p entails q, knowing that p entails knowing that q, at least in the cases where the subject can be expected to know that p entails q. Given these two properties in any given context selecting one of the alternatives as the most informative complete answer will lead to a contradiction, as we have seen above. For this reason, the analysis presented here goes through for all question embedding predicates for which the two properties described above hold: this is true for the set of rogative predicates e.g., recall, notice, find out, etc, but not true for responsive predicates such as wonder.
An interval semantics for degree questions
Suppose now that we follow Schwarzschild & Wilkinson (2002) , and Abrusán & Spector (2011) in assuming that degree adjectives establish a relation between individuals and intervals.
13 According to this view the logical form of a degree question such as (40) below corresponds to the following:
(40) a. How tall is Mary?
b. For what interval I of degrees of height, Mary's height is in I?
Now let h be Mary's height. Clearly, any answer based on an interval that includes h is a true answer; furthermore, the proposition that Mary's height belongs to a given interval I 1 entails the proposition that Mary's height belongs to I 2 , for any I 2 that includes I 1 . Consequently, the proposition that 13 Schwarzschild (2004) , Heim (2006) and Abrusán & Spector (2011) have argued that the interval reading is not basic, but derived by a point-to-interval operator (Π). Nevertheless, it can be shown that even adopting a Π operator the question above has no reading under which the Maximal Informativity Principle is not violated.
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Mary's height belongs to the interval [h,h] (i.e., is h) expresses a true answer that entails all the other true answers, hence is the maximally informative answer. Assuming the interval semantics to degree expressions, the H/K denotation of a question with movement of the degree expression out of the embedded whether complement is as follows: (41) 
where I n (w) is a notational shorthand for Mary's height should be in I n in w.
Imagine now that we were to state Mary knows whether her height should be in I 1 as a complete answer. A complete answer is equal to the assertion of the most informative true answer together with the negation of all the alternatives that are not entailed by the most informative true answer. Now let's take 3 intervals: interval 1, interval 2 which is fully contained in 1 and interval 3 which is fully contained in the complement of 1:
The propositions that Mary knows whether her height should be in I 1 and that Mary knows whether her height should be in I 2 and that Mary knows whether her height should be in I 3 do not entail each other. Thus, asserting that Mary knows whether her height should be in I 1 as a complete answer would amount to asserting the conjunction that she knows whether her height should be in I 1 and that she does not know whether her height should be in I 2 or I 3 :
However, the problem is that the meaning expressed by this tentative complete answer above is not coherent. Suppose first that Mary's height should be in I 1 . The complete answer states that Mary does not know that her height should be in ¬I 3 , i.e., in the complement of interval I 3 . From this it follows that for any interval contained in ¬I 3 , Mary does not know that her height should be in it. Interval I 1 is contained in interval ¬I 3 . But now we have derived that the complete answer states a contradiction: this is because it states that Mary knows that her height should be in I 1 and that she does not know that her height should be in ¬I 3 , which is a contradiction. If Mary's height had to be in the complement of interval I 1 the same problem would be recreated, but this time with interval I 2 . We might illustrate the contradiction that arises with the following example: Thus, assuming an interval reading of degree questions it is also the case that no maximally informative true answer can be found, in other words that the complete answer would express a contradiction. This result does not depend on the particular choice of intervals, except that the maximally informative true answer cannot pick out the whole scale of degrees, amounting to Mary knows whether she should have a height, as in this case the alternatives would not contain a bigger interval with respect to which a contradiction could arise. This case however would violate the condition that a maximally informative true answer should be contextually informative. Notice that the reasoning above also did not depend on intervals being convex: the same reasoning could have been run assuming that intervals are concave, i.e., simply sets of degrees.
14 Also, as before, the same type of island violation is predicted with other members of the class of responsive verbs.
The ambiguity of how many questions
Recall from Section 2 the case of the ambiguity of how many questions such as (4), or an analogous case with the question embedding predicate know in (46): (46) How many books do you know whether you should burn?
As was discussed above, this question can be uttered felicitously in a situation where the hearer is assumed to have a particular set of books in mind, and the speaker wonders about the cardinality of that set. It cannot, on the other hand, be understood as asking whether there is a particular number of books (any books) that the hearer knows whether he should burn. In other words, it can have the reading exemplified in (47a) but not that in (47b): (47) a. For what n, there are n-many books X such that you know whether you should burn X?
14 For this reason non-scalar questions such as (i) (cf. Beck & Rullmann 1999) can be predicted as well:
(i) A: How many people can play this game? B: 2, 4 and 6 people can play this game.
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The second reading is analogous to the degree question discussed in the previous section, therefore its unacceptability follows from the same reasoning. What we need to show still is why the first, wide scope reading is predicted to be acceptable on the present proposal. As before, it will be useful to spell out the H/K denotation of the reading described above in (47a) (33)), burning X will entail burning every element of X, and not burning X will entail not burning any element of X. Therefore the proposition represented schematically in (49a) will entail the proposition represented in (49b).
(49) a. ∃X such that |X| = d 2 and ∀w ∈ Dox M (w),
The maximally informative answer then will always pick out the maximal degree d to which a set of books corresponds. Suppose this degree is d 2 . The propositions not entailed by this proposition in the answer set will be those that are about degrees above (48), the negation of a proposition about d' will be consistent with the assertion of the proposed most informative answer. Thus the complete answer does not lead to contradiction and we correctly predict that the question in (46) will have the reading where the existential quantifier takes wide scope. The degree reading on the other hand will be excluded as before.
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Wh-islands in degree questions
A similar reasoning could be run if we assumed an interval-semantics for degrees. In this case, for any two intervals I 1 and I 2 , if I 1 is contained in I 2 then a proposition of the form ∃X, |X| ∈ I 1 such that you know whether you should burn X will entail the proposition ∃Y , |Y | ∈ I 2 such that you know whether you should burn Y . But from this it follows that the maximally informative answer will always pick out the smallest interval that contains the cardinality of the set X in question, namely a singleton set of degrees I d . The propositions not entailed by this proposition will be those which do not contain I d , and the negation of these propositions will be always consistent with the assertion of the most informative answer.
Wh-islands with embedded constituent questions
For most speakers of English extraction from tensed embedded constituent questions is unacceptable, even if the extracted element ranges over individuals. In many other languages the situation is similar (e.g., French, Dutch), although it has also been noted that some languages, e.g., Hungarian, do allow such extractions (cf. Szabolcsi & Zwarts 1993) . Given the cross-linguistic difference, and the fact that questions over individuals are also unacceptable, extraction from tensed interrogative complements is usually thought to create strong islands. For this reason they do not fall under the scope of this paper. However, if the main verb in the embedded complement is not tensed it seems that questions over individuals are acceptable for many speakers even in English. But lack of tense does not improve corresponding degree questions, which are still odd. Therefore it is usually assumed that the contrast exemplified in (53) shows that (53b) is a genuine weak island and so it does fall under the scope of the present paper. In the remainder of this section I show that the unacceptability of examples such as (53b) can be reduced to the same reasoning that lead to the ungrammaticality of embedded whether questions.
Embedded questions and exhaustivity
A well-known issue concerning the nature of the meaning of constituent questions is that of exhaustivity. One of the main reasons why Karttunen's (1977) sets-of-propositions account of interrogatives was argued to be unsatisfactory by Groenendijk & Stokhof (1982 , 1984 (henceforth G&S) was that it could not account for strong exhaustivity of wh-questions in embedded positions. The term strong exhaustivity refers to the kind of inference illustrated in (54), where the statement in (54a) in a situation (54b) leads to the inference (54c): (54) It was argued by G&S that this inference is intuitively valid, in other words for John to know who left means that he must be able to divide the domain of individuals under consideration into leavers and non-leavers, which in turn means that John must believe about the actual leavers that they left, and believe about the actual non-leavers that they did not leave. Karttunen's (1977) theory only accounts for the first half of this inference: it predicts that John is able to identify the set of actual leavers as leavers, but is compatible with the possibility that he has mistaken beliefs about the non-leavers, falsely believing of some of them that they have left. Thus Karttunen's theory only predicts a weaker inference, called weak exhaustivity, illustrated below: Karttunen's and G&S's theory does not differentiate between predicates with respect to whether their complements are understood exhaustively or
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Wh-islands in degree questions not: They are all weakly (in the case of Karttunen) or strongly (as in G&S) exhaustive. Heim (1994) and following her Beck & Rullmann (1999) , Sharvit (1997) and Guerzoni & Sharvit (2004) have argued for a theory that has more flexibility, namely allows some embedded questions to be understood as weakly exhaustive. Nevertheless it is fair to say that the properties of weakly exhaustive question embedding predicates are not yet well understood (cf. also Klinedinst & Rothschild 2011 for a recent discussion).
In the next section I show how the analysis presented in the previous section carries over to the cases of wh-islands with embedded constituent questions. The cases discussed will be mainly question embedding verbs that require a strongly exhaustive reading of their interrogative complement. Extraction from weakly exhaustive question embedding verbs will be addressed briefly at the end of the section.
Extraction from embedded constituent questions
Strong exhaustivity can be paraphrased in terms of embedded yes/no questions: E.g., (54a) under the strong exhaustive interpretation says that for every individual in the relevant domain, John knows whether they have left. This is the property that the present analysis exploits in order to explain the oddness of examples such as (53b), repeated below:
(56) *How tall does Mary know who should be?
In the case of embedded constituent question complements of verbs such as know that require a strongly exhaustive interpretation, the same problem that we have observed in the previous section reappears, but multiple times. For concreteness, I illustrate the problem using the classical semantics for degrees, but it should be borne in mind that the same results would be derived by using the interval semantics as well. First, observe the Hamblindenotation of (56) below:
Imagine that there are 3 individuals in the domain A, B and C, and 3 degrees. Then the informal representation of the denotation of the question above is as follows: Before we proceed, a note about negation is necessary: It has been sometimes observed (e.g., D. Fox, class notes) that the negation of a strongly exhaustive predicate is stronger than expected: e.g., John does not know who came seems to suggest that for no individual does John know whether they came. This is surprising because by simple negation we would only expect a much weaker meaning, according to which John does not know for everyone whether they came. In other words, the question below in (60a) seems to have the stronger meaning shown in (60b) instead of the predicted weaker (60c):
(60) a. John does not know who came. b. ∀p ∈ Q H (w), John does not know whether p.
c. ¬∀p ∈ Q H (w), John knows whether p.
In the discussion that follows I will take this fact at face value, without providing an explanation. 15 Given this, the complete answer conjoins the most informative true answer with the strengthened negation of the false alternatives. Now, a complete answer Mary knows who should be d 1 -tall will state:
15 A possible idea, raised both by anonymous reviewers and D. Fox (class notes) is that this effect has to do with a homogeneity assumption associated with the denotation of the embedded question. Exploring the exact workings of this idea in detail would however would take me too far afield. Looking more closely at the conjunction of propositions above, we can observe that exactly the same problem that arose with the embedded whether questions is recreated, but many times! Example (62) is an alternative representation of (61): observe that each boxed part below corresponds to an embedded contradictory whether question:
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Thus the problem of embedded constituent questions simply reduces to the problem of embedded whether questions, which have been argued to lead to a contradiction in the previous section.
Weakly exhaustive predicates
As was noted above, there are question-embedding predicates that do not require their complement to receive a strongly exhaustive reading, such as regret, predict, etc. (cf. Heim 1994 and also Beck & Rullmann 1999 , Sharvit 1997 . Nevertheless, extraction from the complement of such predicates also results in unacceptability, as shown by the example below:
(63) *How fast did Mary predict who should be?
As it turns out, even some weakly exhaustive question embedding verbs are predicted to lead to ungrammaticality in wh-island constructions. Imagine, as before, that there are 3 individuals in the domain A, B and C, and 3 degrees
Given that these question-embedding predicates are weakly 5:31 exhaustive, predicting who will drive 100mph will be true if all the people who should drive 100mph were predicted to do so. Represented schematically, for (63) Now suppose that the truth of the first conjunct is based on Mary making a correct prediction about B (indicated in boldface). In this context the above complete answer asserts both that she predicted that B should be d 1 -fast and that she did not predict that B should be d 2 -fast or d 3 -fast. But this leads to a contradiction because for any d 1 > d 2 , it follows from the proposition that Mary predicted that B should be d 1 -fast that she predicted that B should be d 2 -fast. Naturally, the same reasoning can be extended to answers based on the properties of any other individual in the domain, in this case A and C. It can be shown that we would obtain the same result if plural answers were allowed, as long as the predicate is understood distributively, as was discussed in Section 3.1. In essence, it is still the two properties discussed in connection with know above that lead to trouble here: that the question embedding construction 'x V − d Q' is equivalent to a disjunction of declarative propositions that are themselves monotonic. As the denotation of the wh-island construction will contain many such alternative disjunctions, with the disjuncts not being independent from each other, no maximally informative answer will be found. Given all this, the above complete answer could only be contradiction-free if d 1 was the minimal degree on the scale. Such cases however are ruled out by the context-sensitive version of the MIP given in (19). This predicts the above question to be unacceptable as well. Question verbs such as agree or decide are expected to work similarly as well.
In some other cases of weakly exhaustive predicates, e.g., regret, the alternative (non-interrogative) propositions are not monotonic: that John regrets that A is n-tall does not entail anything with respect to any other degree. This suggests that we should not find weak-islands with this predicate, contrary to fact. However, in this case a different kind of problem arises: here even the potential answers are independently ill-formed:
(67) *How fast does Mary regret who should be? (68) { # that Mary regrets who should be d 1 -fast, # that Mary regrets who should be d 2 -fast, # that Mary regrets who should be d 3 -fast }
As the alternative potential answers in (68) are ill-formed to begin with, in this case the island violation arises as no well-formed maximally informative answer can be found. Why the alternatives in (68) are not well-formed is an interesting question in its own right, but one that goes beyond the scope of this paper.
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As was mentioned at the outset, it is possible to obviate wh-islands in some cases. For example, verbs belonging to the class of inquisitive predicates produce a much weaker effect, if any. Second, an extra universal modal or attitude verb can ameliorate island effects as well. Finally, contextually specified choices (multiple choice test scenarios) can improve cases of island violations as well, as was observed in Kroch 1989 . This section discusses these effects and shows that they are predicted by the present account.
Fox's (2007) generalization and modal obviation
Fox (2007) proposed the following generalization about exhaustification failure:
(69) Fox's (2007) 
Suppose that the intersection of p and {¬q : q ∈ A} is empty, but the intersection of ♦p and {¬♦q : q ∈ A} is not. Under the assumption that all the alternatives are interpreted relative to the same modal base, this means that there must be some modal base that makes ♦p true, but makes every proposition in ♦A not entailed by ♦p false. This means that in the modal base, there is some world in which p is true, but there is no world in which any q in A (not entailed by p) is true. Let's take a world in the modal base in which p is true, w p . Given the above, for any q in A that is not entailed by p, q(w p ) = 0. But this means, that there is a world that makes p true but makes all its independent alternatives false, namely w p . In other words, p is exhaustifiable given A after all, contrary to our initial assumptions, which shows that our initial assumption leads to a contradiction. Observe now that it was a property of the set of propositions corresponding to the H/K denotation of questions such as (41) that each alternative p to p in the H/K denotation not entailed by p there are contexts in which p could be denied consistently with p, but there was no context in which all the alternatives to p (not entailed by p) could be denied consistently with asserting p. The situation that we observe then in connection with wh-islands falls under the generalization of Fox (2007) . This however makes the prediction that we should be able to observe modal obviation effects in the case of wh-islands as well. The next sections will show that this is indeed the case.
necessarily the same modal base that is taken into account when checking its grammaticality, what is checked is whether it has the logical property of being (non-)exhaustifiable in the above sense. Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pointing out this issue. This fact has a principled explanation under the present proposal. Inquisitive predicates have a complex lexical semantics: they contain both a buletic and a doxastic component. According to Guerzoni & Sharvit (2004) e.g., the lexical semantics of wonder is essentially paraphrasable as 'want to know' and can be represented as follows:
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(73) wonder (w) (x, Q H (w) ) is defined iff ¬∀p ∈ Q H (w), x believes p if defined, wonder (w) (x, Q H (w) ) is true iff ∀p ∈ Q H (w), x wants-to-know whether p in w.
This means that in the lexical representation of wonder there is a universal quantifier over worlds above the doxastic attitude. Therefore this case falls under Fox's (2007) generalization, i.e., the universal quantifier is expected to obviate the exhaustification failure.
18
17 Notice that Kroch's (1989) example in (10) contains argue about, which belongs to this group of predicates as well. Further, it seems, as noted by an anonymous reviewer, that the progressive might contribute to the relative acceptability of the sentences above and similar examples are harder to find without the progressive. What role the progressive might play is an interesting question that I leave for further investigation. Notice however that island variations that contain responsive predicates do not improve from the progressive. 18 An anonymous reviewer notes that it is also the case that the property that was mentioned in connection with know, namely that 'x knows whether p' is equivalent to 'x knows that p or x knows that not p' does not hold for wonder (or for want to know), so that might be enough reason to suppose that the examples with wonder not ruled out. In a sense, these are two sides of the same coin, since it is also because of the extra universal attitude that 'x wants to know whether p' is not equivalent to 'x wants to know that p or x wants to know that not p. ' Either way, what is assumed here that it is the extra lexical modal component, that helps to obviate the island violation.
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Let's spell out what it means if x wants to know whether p. Using a Hintikka-style semantics for attitude verbs such a meaning could be expressed as follows:
(74) 'x wants-to-know whether p in w is true in w iff for ∀w ∈ Bul x (w), if p(w) = 1, x knows p in w , and if p(w) = 0, x knows ¬p in w where Bul x (w) = {w ∈ W : x's desires in w are satisfied in w } 'in every world in which x's desires are satisfied, if p, x knows that p and if not p, x knows that not p' Given the above, the meaning of a question where a degree phrase moves out from the complement of wonder will be as follows:
(75) a. ?How many pounds are the boxers wondering whether to lose next year?
Informally, we might represent the set described above as follows:
(76) { that the boxers are wondering whether to lose at least d 1 pounds, that the boxers are wondering whether to lose at least d 2 pounds, that the boxers are wondering whether to lose at least d 3 pounds, etc, for all intervals in D d } Somewhat more precisely the above can be represented as below: 
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In effect we have the same representation as before with know-class predicates, but with a universal modal above them, the segment of the meaning of wonder that can be paraphrased with the attitude predicate want. Given Fox's generalization, this means that the example in (75) should not lead to exhaustification failure. We can illustrate this informally as follows. The alternative answers in (77) above do not entail each other. Suppose first that the answer to the question is based on the boxers' wondering about some degree d 2 whether they have to lose that many pounds. It does not follow, for any d such that d 2 ≠ d , that this proposition entails the proposition that the boxers are wondering about some degree d' whether they have to lose d -many pounds. Thus e.g., the answer that the boxers are wondering whether they have to lose 3 pounds does not entail, for any degree other than 3, that the boxers are wondering whether they have to lose that many pounds. Since the alternative answers in (77) do not entail each other in any context, there is no obstacle to finding a most informative true answer. The same would be true were it the case the true answer was based on Mary's wondering about a certain degree whether she should not be that fast.
However, the only context in which there will be a maximally informative true answer is where there is a single contextually salient degree, such that the boxers are wondering whether they have to lose THAT much. Alternatively, using the interval semantics of degrees, there could be an interval such that the boxers are wondering whether the amount of pounds they have to lose should be in THAT interval, e.g., between 2 and 5 pounds. These are fairly unnatural contexts, and therefore the question sounds pragmatically odd. Once we enhance the plausibility of such contexts, the questions become as acceptable as their counterparts with wh-words ranging over individuals.
Let's point out a crucial difference between islands that arise with knowclass predicates and those that arise with wonder-class predicates: The presupposition of the former can never be met and such examples are therefore excluded by grammar, and context can do little to ameliorate them. The presupposition of the latter can be met, but only in pragmatically very implausible contexts, and such examples are therefore felt to be odd out of the blue, but can be improved with the right kind of context. This effect is similar to that observed by Abrusán & Spector (2011) in connection with quasi-negative islands such as How many children does none of these women have?, that are unacceptable out of the blue, however become acceptable once a certain specific context in which they do have a maximally informative true answer is made salient.
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Modal obviation
Fox's generalization makes the prediction that we should be able to observe modal obviation effects in wh-islands with overt universal quantifiers as well. As was pointed out in the introduction of this paper, it seems that this is indeed the case, although the required examples and the situations that make them good are rather complex, and therefore pragmatically odd out of the blue. Consider the following case. Further, for many speakers 19 an existential modal in the same position does not seem to achieve the same effect, even if we modify the context to make this answer more plausible. Suppose now that there is a regulation that the 19 However, some of my informants do find acceptable if a suitable context is presented. At present I do not understand why this is so.
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Márta Abrusán public cannot know about degrees of weight loss of the boxers, except for a certain degree. So I ask:
(81) ???How many pounds is the public allowed to know whether the boxers lost?
The modal obviation facts thus argue that the account based on maximization failure is on the right track.
Multiple choice questions
Other examples where wh-islands are felt to be improving are cases of multiple choice tests, where a limited range of answers is offered. For example:
(82) ?How many pounds do the boxers know whether they need to lose next year: 5 pounds or 7 pounds?
In these cases too, we see an improvement that depends on the context of the question. However, unlike in the case of quasi-islands that arise with predicates such as wonder and certain negative islands discussed in Abrusán & Spector 2011, here the improvement comes from severely restricting the domain of alternatives in such a way that the issues that lead to ungrammaticality before do not even arise, and thus no contradiction is predicted. In other words, by carefully providing only such alternative answers from which it is possible to form complete answers that are not contradictory, ungrammaticality can be avoided.
5 Conclusion
This paper has argued that Fox & Hackl's (2007) idea according to which the unacceptability of negative degree islands results from the maximal informativity requirement can be extended to cover wh-islands that arise with degree questions. It was shown that wh-islands with know-class predicates cannot receive a maximally informative true answer, and are thus unacceptable. Wh-islands with wonder-type predicates are predicted to have a most informative true answer only in very special and unnatural contexts, which 20 Notice that the above example does not violate the informativity clause in MIP, because it is still the case that any of the alternatives could be the true answer.
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Wh-islands in degree questions renders them pragmatically odd. A similar situation is shown to arise with certain cases of modal obviation in Section 4.3. The paper presents two ways in which the unacceptability of wh-islands can be derived: using the classical and the interval based degree semantics. Thus this paper suggested that Kroch's (1989) informal account of wh-islands was on the right track, and gave an explanation for why in certain cases most informative answers are impossible or contextually restricted.
